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Abstract
Digital filter construction method, which is optimal by parametric sensitivity, based on using of non-canonical
hypercomplex number systems is proposed and investigated. It is shown that the use of non-canonical hypercomplex
number system with greater number of non-zero structure constants in multiplication table can significantly improve the
sensitivity of the digital filter.
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1. Introduction and problem statement
The general  approach of using hypercomplex number systems in the construction of the
amplitude-frequency characteristics and filter sensitivity calculation is already described in [1-10].
Canonical hypercomplex number systems (HNS) are mainly used in these studies. In this article the
attempt was made to develop the methodology for digital filters synthesis in more complex HNS,
which contain larger amounts of non-zero structural units in their  multiplication tables.  As it  is
shown, this approach allows us to synthesize the reversible digital  filters  with better parametric
sensitivity performance.
2.  Equivalenting of digital filters with real coefficients and hypercomplex coefficients 
In this article the method of synthesis filter structure by converting the digital  reversible
filter  of  n  order  with  real  coefficients  to  the  digital  reversible  filter  of  the  first  order  with
hypercomplex coefficients will be used, described in detail in [4].





















Then, following the procedure described in [4], it can be converted to the digital filter of the




















BzAH ,  (2)
but with hypercomplex coefficients  CBA ,,  which belong to some HNS of dimension 3. In (2)
conjugate and norm  N are defined in accordance with the formulas defined for HNS, which is
used.
Lets consider non-canonical HNS of dimension 3 with multiplication table:
                                 
                    .                                 (3)         
In the given table there are 4 non-canonical non-zero constants.
HNS  )3,(e  with  multiplication  table  (3)  is  isomorphic  to  HNS  CR  with  the
following multiplication table: 
.             (4)
As it is shown from the systems (3) and (4) comparation, calculatons in the last one are
much easier. This fact can be used to enhance the digital filter performance. 
Then the coefficients of the transfer function H are of the form:
332211 eaeaeaA  , 332211 ebebebB  , 332211 ecececC  , )3,(,, eCBA  .
When  substituted  to  (2)  and  transformed  we  obtain  the  first-order  digital  filter  transfer




















where  111313322 23 bcacacacaK  ;
)3,(e 1e 2e 3e
1e 1e 2e 3e
2e 2e 31 ee  22e
3e 3e 22e 312 ee 
CR 1E 2E 3E
1E 1E 0 0
2E 0 2E 3E





























11322 422322 cbcbcbccbcbcbcccbcbcbcL  ;
21 33 ccT  ;   21
2










21 4333 ccccccccQ  .













Consider the process of obtaining the coefficient values 321321321 ,,,,,,,, cccbbbaaa .
Using the method described above, we equate the coefficients of the denominator with the
same iz  , we find the values of hypercomplex coefficients 321321321 ,,,,,,,, cccbbbaaa .





























                         (6)
   
whence:
1403252267.01 c , 
3718209092.02 c ,
6890009238933.03 c .
Substitute  these  values  to  the  transfer  function  (5)  numerator  and  equate  to  the





























             
(7)
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Thus,  we  obtain  the  filter  parameters  as  a  function  of  variables  23 ,ba .  Digital  filter
parametric  sensitivity  is  the  sensitivity  of  the  digital  filter  transfer  function  )(wH  to  the
coefficients variations of the filter transfer function. Parametric sensitivity function allows us to
analyze the impact of coefficients error on the output signal. For the filters  with hypercomplex
coefficients  research we need to consider the possible  cumulative error for each of the transfer
function coefficients. 
Total parametric sensitivity of a first-order filter with hypercomplex coefficients in HNS of













where 11 a , 22 a , 33 a , 14 b , 25 b , 36 b , 17 c , 28 c , 39 c .
Parameters 
23 ,ba  can be of any value in system (8). Suppose, that 023 ba . Then, total 
parametric sensitivity of the filter with hypercomplex coefficients will be built by the formula (9). 
Its graph is represented on Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Total parametric sensitivity of the filter with hypercomplex coefficients.
The total  parametric  sensitivity  of  the  filter  with hypercomplex  coefficients  to  the  total
parametric sensitivity of the filter with real coefficients ratio plot is presented in Figure 2. 
Fig. 2. Ratio of the total parametric sensitivity of the filter with hypercomplex coefficients to the
total parametric sensitivity of the filter with real coefficients.
As it can be seen, in this case, the hypercomplex filter sensitivity is much higher than one of
a real filter.
3. Parametric sensitivity optimization
As it can be seen from (8), the filter parameters  23 ,ba  may take different values without
altering the transfer function. This fact can be used to optimize the filter parametric sensitivity.
Lets make results optimization. You must choose such values  23 ,ba  to satisfy conditions
(7) and at the same time to optimize a certain criterion. Calculate total sensitivity function to build



























































































































































































Since the sensitivity function is positive on the whole interval   2..0 , the optimality
criterion can take the parametric sensitivity sum for a certain set of values   , with parameters
values 23 ,ba  . We select the 33 evenly distributed points on the interval }2..0{   and calculate the
function  values  at  each  point,  given  the  fact  that  )cos()sin(  iz .  Then  construct  the
optimality criterion ),,( 23 baSRCS   which must be minimized.
It  is  impossible  to  represent  the  function  ),,( 23 baSRCS  in  this  article,  since  it  is  too
cumbersome.  It was also unsuccessful to apply a gradient optimization method, such as function
differentiation  by  the  components  
23 ,ba  is  very  complex.  Therefore,  its  optimization  is  an
independent honest task.
To prove the described method efficiency of digital filter synthesis is sufficient to find the
approximate  optimum,  which  is  possible  to  be  done  by  the  construction  of  a  function  three-
dimensional graph, which used procedures of analytical calculations MAPLE. At the same time it
can  be  a  multistage  procedure:  first  select  the  wide  scope  of  the  search,  then  it  narrows.
Accordingly, on Fig. 3. a wide-range search area is presented, on Fig. 4. – narrowed one.
Fig. 3. ),,( 23 baSRCS   plot wide range search area; }10..10{},10..10{ 23  ba .
Fig. 4. ),,( 23 baSRCS  plot for narrow range search area; }25.1..4.1{},05.0..25.0{ 23  ba
.
Figure 5 is showing the parametric sensitivity changes graph near one of the obtained local
minimum with 2783899677.1,-0.2316615 23  ba .
.
Fig. 5. Total parametric sensitivity of the filter with hypercomplex coefficients after optimization.
The  sensitivity  of  the  filter  with  hypercomplex  coefficients  in  )3,(e  system  to  the
sensitivity  of  the  filter  with  real  coefficients ratio  is  shown  on  Fig.  6, which  shows  that  the
hypercomplex filter sensitivity is lower than the one of the real filter.
Fig. 6. The sensitivity of the filter with hypercomplex coefficients in )3,(e  to the sensitivity of
the filter with real coefficients ratio.
4. Conclusions
Thus,  we  have  shown  that  using  the  non-canonical  HNS  allows  to  reduce  the  total
parametric  sensitivity  of  the  digital  filter.  At  the  same time,  precise  optimization  of  the  target
function ),,( 23 baSRCS  requires additional research.
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